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A generous friend accepted as much as $100,000 - an end-of-year donation-dollar match! Are you going to help us with a present? Now give it to me and double your influence! Their professionalism, the quality of their work and their state-of-the-art equipment were excellent. - Vera Valitutto, Biblioteca Medicea
Laurenziana New Testament Manuscripts Study Center (CRECD) under the umbrella of the Early Christian Documents Research Center, exists for the following purposes: Such images can be preserved so that to make digital photographs of Greek New Testament manuscripts to date, they are reproduced intact and
accessed by scientists conducting text-only research. Using evolving technologies (OCR, MSI, etc.) to read these manuscripts and create comprehensive blends. Analyzing individual scribble habits to better predict doodle trends in any textproblem. New Testament to publish various aspects of text-to-text criticism.
Develop electronic tools for the study and analysis of New Testament manuscripts. To cooperate with other institutes that have a duty to determine the expression of the New Testament's signature. Click to learn more Archaeological mission returned this March to the ancient city of Oxyrhynchus in Egypt. The campaign,
in which work had to end early due to covid-19 outbreaks, could focus on the study of mimaronic structures and burial thinks of Saitdönemi (which coincided with egypt's late period, which began in the 7th century BC) until the Christian-Byzantine period. The view of one of the sites in the archaeological site [Credit:
University of Barcelona]Studies focused on the area of the High Necropolis. Researchers conducted anthropological studies on murals seized during excavation and consolidation and restoration tasks of the dead buried on different objects. They also worked on remns of the large Christian-Byzantine religious structure
found in the region. They were saved from many elements such as lesenes, cornes and plant and archpardes decorated with flowers, geometric and zoomorphic themes. Researchers have carried out the remains of a tombstone, along with the remains of a papyrus with Greek carved text, which is in the process of being
studied, and a text engraved in The Police. This is the first time to find Saite-Persian tombstones under the foundations of roman tombstones. Some of the findings were related to people dying from the Byzantine Period, ink pottery and bronze earrings, ostracons (pieces of pottery that need to be written on) and a
tombstone from a freestudy (libertus), which could succeed and were asked to work on a free slave Individual [Credit: University of Barcelona]Son, during this mission, researchers studied topographic studies, as well as 3D photogrammetry and aerial imaging. Excavation at Oxyrhynchus site is a project promoted by the
UB Institute for Ancient Near Eastern Studies (IPOA), Ministry of Culture and Sports Spanish Ministry, Montpelier 3, Palarq Foundation and Catalan Association Egyptology.Source:University of Barcelona [April 01, 2020] New Post Older Post David Bradnick and source thanks again , here is still another video showing
papyrus and parchment manuscripts than Scott Carroll still, including some Greek and Kipti manuscripts that I did not reveal other videos surveyed. This video was taken on September 7, 2016, in Kansas City during a meeting of the band Youth With a Mission. What seems like a rather long evening by Scott Carroll
begins at the 32:50 mark and is notable for the number of Kimti manuscripts included in the presentation. Around 38 min Mark, Carroll gives a general description of the material he will discuss: recently discovered... all new material... Some of these are as close as last week. One of Carroll's slides describes this material
as Buried Treasures: Carroll begins by showing a series of slides from the dismantling of the mummy mask at Baylor in 2012. [Update January 29, 2019: Upon further inspection, I am quite sure that these slides show a different mask that was dismantled in 2012, but the sink in the images looks the same; so at some
point baylor seems to have another mask dismantling.] After this series of slides, Carroll commented (at 42:10): Except for this special mask, um, the texts came out in hundreds, and they were all shredded together in a partial scroll. Now, sometimes we actually have the grace and opportunity to explore the Bible in this
context. From this point on, Carroll classic and Christian manuscripts move for several slides. Most of them have seen carroll other videos before, but some are new (for me, at least). So, once again, I will provide images of Carroll images with his IDs below (below the time marks images for screenshots). A piece of
papyrus containing the beginning of the Ilyad. At this point Carroll also mentions another papyrus of the Iyad, as well as a stack of Ezop fairy tales and Iyada pieces and a kind of cartonnage of an important early Church Father, apparently containing Demosthenes (according to the slide label), Crown. Genesis 11 (left);
Genesis 17 (right). Parchment piece of two Kings in The Police. Our old friend, a pile of papyrus. 1 Samuel in Greek (with the Ilyad, apparently, its chapters). According to Carroll, the first text of Psalms 4 and 5 (left); The scroll (right) is a parchment leaf containing Psalms 49 and 50. Isaiya 65 (left) and a piece of papyrus
(right) resembling an Intermediate incubator. Matthew's two papyrus pieces (Matthew 6 on left, Matthew 12 on the right), both, were allegedly date to the second century, according to the slide tag. According to Carroll, these are things we've been working on over the last few years. A piece of parchment in The Police.
According to Carroll: This is the first text of Jesus in the world, an attempt by the holy family exp-Herod to kill them, and they will go to Egypt. Luke's two papyrus pieces. According to Matthew on bible parchment. It's part of the Action of the Police on the Scroll. I bought this two weeks ago. The Romans are the oldest
known text of Chapter 4. In another video, Carroll described it as a very early text by John. The Romans are a piece of papyrus containing 9-10. More of this leaf was shown on Carroll's slides in a video in 2018. Part of a papyrus leaf containing Romans 14 in The Police. 1 Piece of papyrus containing corinthian. More of
this leaf was shown on Carroll's slides in a video in 2018. 1 Twenty pages from corinthian and sections of 2 Corinthian and Galatyans from the same handwriting. Carroll: This is from two weeks ago. These 2 Corinthians are one of the oldest accounts in the world... It was part of a book-tying. Galatians 3-5 pieces of
papyrus leaf. It's part of the papyrus bifolium that contains ephesies. Hebrews 9 (left) and Hebrews 11 (right) papyiri pieces. The documentary, which Carroll simply describes as other texts, looks like papyrit. And finally, a piece that Carroll described as Esther's oldest known text. That was two weeks ago. So, again, the
same questions arise: which Green Collection/Bible Museum do these manuscripts belong to and which of them belong to Carroll? And, of course, who got the manuscripts from? A mysterious 2,000-year-old papyrus covered in mirror writing, including ancient Greece, had baffled scientists for years. Researchers in
Switzerland think they have solved the riddle of this strange document. Papyrus papers at the University of Basel, two chapters of the 16th 65-page collection, were an unsolved mystery until scientists recently found that layers of writing were stuck together. Now experts at the University of Basel believe that using
infrared and ultraviolet scans, the Greek papyre is probably a medical text written by pergamon-effect Greek physician Galen. Sabine Huebner, Ancient History at the University of Basel, he said: This is a sensational discovery. The majority of papiritin are documents such as letters, contracts and receipts. But this is a
literary text and is much more valuable. Now we can say that this is a medical text from recent times related to the phenomenon of 'hysterical apnea', says Huebner. Therefore, we assume that this is either a text from Galen or an unknown comment about his work. After Hippocrates, Galen is considered the most
important physician of antiquise. Huebner made the discovery in the course of an organizing project funded by the Swiss National Science Foundation. For three years, he has been working with an interdisciplinary team to examine the collection of digitized, transcription, annulment and translated papyrus in collaboration
with the University of Basel's Digital Humanities Laboratory. The project team presented the history of the papyrus collection with an exhibition at the University Library last year. They plan to publish all their findings at the beginning of 2019. The Egyptian Discovery Society recently published a Greek papyrus dating back
to 150-250 AD, possibly the earlier part of the Markos Bible. Happiness can be expected in such a publication, but this important piece has actually disappointed many observers. This is due to the unusual appearance of this manuscript because it became famous before it went on sale. In late 2011, the handwriting
scholar Scott Carroll-who is working on what would later be the Museum of the Bible in Washington, D.C.-tweeted the tantalizing announcement that the New Testament's most early known handwriting is now the second-century John Rylands papyrus (P52). In early 2012, Daniel B. Wallace, senior research professor of
the New Testament at the Dallas School of Theology, confirmed Carroll's statement. In an argument with Bart D. Ehrman, Wallace reported that a first-century piece of Mark's Bible had been discovered. It is claimed that the piece was date by a worldwide expert, as much as it is unlikely that a first-century Bible
handwriting. And this superior authority was not a Protestant Christian. There was no reason to apologize for assigning the early date. The handwriting, Wallace claims, was to be published in a book by Brill, an academic publisher who began publishing articles in his Bible collection that same year. When pressed for
more information, Wallace avoided saying anything new. He then signed a nondiscla venking agreement and the silence was bound until the Mark piece was released. As a general rule, previous manuscripts should bring us closer to the original text than later manuscripts, because signatures are assumed to have fewer
copies between them (original copies NT writings, most likely lost to history). Naturally, this news about a first-century copy of Mark aroused great interest. The first-century piece of Mark's Bible will be important for a variety of reasons. First, the first major manuscripts of the New Testament are from the third century. Any
Christian text written before A.D. 200 is a rare and remarkable finding, written before the early 100s. Second, the first fragments of Mark's Bible are few. Not all books of the New Testament are equally well represented, especially in our early manuscripts. Matthew and John have several early papyronus, but before this
new track was released, there was only one copy of Mark's Bible before the '300s. Finally, Mark's first-century handwriting will be the first to survive ancient times of the New Testament, written in 40 years when the Holy Spirit inspired the original from the evangelist's pen. Needless to say, Mark's first-century piece was a
bomb. Six years came and went, and there were no first-century Mark pieces. But he kept leaking information. On stage at a conference in 2015, Scott Carroll told Josh McDowell that his manuscript had been sold at least twice after the first attempt failed. It was hard to even know who saw the manuscript. Only Carroll
would say clearly what he saw. Carroll claimed to have seen the piece face-to-face twice, both in the hands of Dirk Obbink. Obbink is a renowned papyrologist at Oxford University, and almost certainly a non-evangelical expert attributed to Wallace's first-century history. New Testament scholars Craig Evans and Gary
Habermas talked about the piece among others, which produced more excitement. The handwriting was eventually published, but some were disappointed, because that's not what they hoped for: it's not from the first century. The piece, described as P137, was not published in Brill volume, as Wallace predicted, and is
not part of the Museum of the Bible in Washington, D.C. Instead, the egyptian Exploration Society (EES) published the final installment of the Oxyrhynchus Papyri series with descriptive P.Oxy. 83.5345. Oxyrhynchus papyri creates a collection of hundreds of thousands of pieces of handwriting extracted from an ancient
Egyptian dump near Oxyrhynchus between 1896 and 1906. Since the first volume was produced in 1898, only one percent of the collection has been published. Papyri has a biblical convention stipulating texts, apocrif texts, classic texts, tax receipts, letters and even the predetermined outcome of a wrestling match.
P137's broadcast papyrologists Daniela Colomo and Dirk Obbink. While news of individual papyrus from the EES is highly unusual, the organisation issued a statement last week informing them that p137 was probably excavated in 1903, that Obbink had previously shown papyrus to visitors to Oxford and was date to the
first century. Obbink and Colomo admit that handwriting in print has been difficult so far. Scott Carroll has notes that P137 is indeed the handwriting he referred to as the first-century Mark, and Dan Wallace finally broke his six-year silence on the issue. Based on obbink and colomo handwriting, they estimate that the

manuscript was written in the range of A.D. 150-250. The manuscript itself is small, only 4.4 x 4 cm. It contains several letters from the verses 7-9 and 16-18 of Mark1 on both sides. Preserved lines of writing on both sides show that this piece comes from the bottom of the first written page of a codek, which is a book
instead of a scroll. The text does not offer any surprising readings for a handwriting of its own age, and the codex format is also what we expect. Although, like many hopes, it is not quite early, P137 is still an important finding. The date range probably makes it the first copy of Mark's Bible. The text presenting us with a
new variant is partly a reflection of the overall stability of the New Testament text over time. In addition, P137 is not the only new papyrus to be published in the New Testament's latest Volume of Oxyrhynchus. There are also P138, Luke 13:13-17 and 13:25-30 a third-century papyrus and P139, Philemon 6-8 and 18-20
fourth century papyrus. P138 coincides with Luke's roughly contemporary two handwritings, which give us a better opportunity to evaluate the early transmission of Luke's Bible. In addition, Philemon early manuscripts are rare and P139 is among the early. However, it should be mentioned that there is no shortage of
New Testament manuscripts. There are about 5,300 Greek handwritings in various sizes and dates of the New Testament. Such an embarrassment of wealth, as they are called, provides us with a high degree of confidence in the original text of the New Testament. No matter how exciting they are, text-speaking, new
handwriting discoveries tend to confirm or fine-tune our New Testament editions in Greek. As an example, our Greek New Testament, or the existing early New Testament handwriting, would be exactly the same without P52. One of the ongoing questions is if the new Mark piece is on sale. EES, which owns Papyrus,
firmly denies that they are trying to sell it. However, You reported that Scott Carroll and the others are actually on sale. EES broke the news about the publication as a post comment The evangelical text review came after someone who commented as Carroll dirk obbink was the one who suggested papyrus. Obbink used
to be editor of the Oxyrhynchus collection, and Carroll was involved in acquisitions for the Green family at the time. Part of this collection later became part of the Museum of the Bible Collection. Many, including Carroll himself, believed that the Greens had purchased the handwriting at some point until it appeared in an
oxyrhynchus skin. Obbink recently denied trying to sell the handwriting for the Greens, according to Candida Moss and Joel Baden, written for the Daily Beast. When I contacted Carroll and Obbink for statements, Carroll said he had nothing to add or take to his story, and Obbink didn't respond. This new publication is just
the first word on the handwriting. There's definitely so much more. Handwriting dates are often controversial, but I expect to be asked the question of whether p137 will be later, not sooner. Multi-spectral imaging and digital image processing open new doors for solving and understanding manuscripts, and P137 can
benefit from such analysis. Rather than frustration that P137 was not as early as I once thought, the release of P137 is a cause to celebrate. We have another important finding, and this is mark 1 first handwriting! Oxyrhynchus excavations continue to give valuable artifacts from antiquities, including new biblical
manuscripts over a century later. We can look forward to more unknown treasures. EES has made the publication available here, including images of the P137. Elijah Hixson is an assistant lecturer at Edinburgh Bible College. Articles for academic journals have been published and he regularly contributes to the
Evangelical Text Review blog. Blog.
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